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Introduction

By letter of September 13, 1978, the Georgia Institute of Technology
(the licensee) requested an amendment to Facility Operating License No. R-97
which includes changes to tie Technical Specifications (TS). We have evaluated
these proposed changes as discussed below.

Discussion
,

l. Administrative Change

The licensee has proposed a change to the administrative section of the TS to
reflect the transfer of the administration of the Nuclear Research Center
from the Engineering Experiment Station to the School of Nuclear Engineering.
This administrative change enables the nuclear research work of the center to be
under control of the School of Nuclear Engineering.

2. Lower Ocerating Conditions

In June 1974 the licensee was authorized to increase its research reactor power
level from 1.0 to 5.0 MWt. The licensee installed a larger pump for the high
power operation and left the low capacity pump installed in order that the reactor
could operate at reduced power in the event of failure of the high capacity pump.
However, the existing TS do not per nit reactor operation with this lcw capacity
pump (i.e., safety systems setting limits flow to 1625 GPM). The licen.ee has
proposed changes to the TS to accommodate a dual mode of reactor operatica con-
sisting of pcwer levels at 1 and 5 MWt which would make use of both pumps. This
proposed change will give added flexibility as a teaching and training facilit',.
In the future the licensee expects the major portion of reactor operation will fall
under the 1 MWt pcwer level.

3. Relief frem the 103 Position Shim-Safety Blade

The TS require the licensee to withdraw all four safety blades to a 10' position
to per nit an adequate excess negative reactivity in the event of a single shim
rod failure. The licensee prcposed that the shim-safety blades be positioned
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below 10 to allow individual shim blade calibration. The calibration of
individual shim blades is necessary to detemine the most reactive blade in
establishing the shutdown margin. As part of the surveillance program of the TS,
the licensee is required to determine the shutdown margin annually or when the
core is ic..ded or the core configuration changed.

4. Measure Shutdown Margin

The licensee has proposed that the shutdown margin be measured instead of
calculated as is required by the TS. This change will permit direct measurement
of neutron flux decay when all*four shim blades drop into the core. Presently.
the licensee calculates this neutron decay rate from the measured values of
dropping individual shim blades.

5. Excess Reactivity Limit

The excess reactivity limit of 11.9% a k/k was part of the safety evaluation of
Amendment No.1 (June 6,1974) but was never included in the TS. This proposed
change would include the excess reactivity limit as part of the TS of the license.

Evaluation

1. Adainistrative Change

This change would transfer the administrative control of the Nuclear Research
Center (where most of the work is involved with the reactor) to the Director of
the School of Nuclear Engineering. The organi:ation chart has been changed to
reflect this line of authority. In the past, the Director of the Nuclear Research
Center reported to the Vice President for Researcn responsible for the Engineering
Experiment Station which covers research sponsored by the State of Georgia. This
change does not alter in any way the operating responsibility of the reactor staff
nor change the independence of the Radiation Safety Office from the reactcr
operating organization. The staff agrees with the licensee that this change in
organization does not conflict with the objectives set forth in the proposed ANS
15.18 (Standard For Administrative Controls for Research Reactors). Based on the
above, we find this change acceptable.

2. Lower Ocarating Conditions

This proposed change will permit the licensee to operate at 1 MWt and normal flow
rate of 1200 GPM as well as the existing conditions which are 5 MWt and a flow
rate of 1800 GFM. The proposed 1 MWt operation does ' fall within the safe region
of operation designated in Fig. II-l of the TS.

The licensee operated the research reactor at the 1 Wt pcwer level for nearly
ten (10) years (December 1964 to October 197a) under TS which were less ccnser-
vative than those being pr: posed by this change. To illustrate the conservatism
the tabulation belcw shows the operating conditions and tne safety system settings
during the previous ten years of operation and tnose prc:osed under this charge.
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Previous 10 Yrs. Pruposed
Ooeration Oceration

Nomal Themal Power Level MWt 1 I
Nomal Flow GPM 1200 1200
Safety System Setting

(a) Power Level MWt 1.25 1.25
(b) Primary Coolant GPM 9C0 1000

! (c) Reactor Outlet Temperature F 125 F 125 F
!

Number of Plate Elements per Assembly 10 16
.

'
Maximum Heat Flux Btu /hr.-ft.2 3.3 x 104 2 x 104

.

t

Fuel elements designed for the 5 MWt operation whico will be used also at icwer
power level, will be operating under more conser vative conditions at the icwer
proposed power leul than when operated at the 5 MWt pcwer level. The margin
of safety to fuel d0 mage will increase under the proposed icw power level as
compared to the existing authorized power level. This has been demonstrated
in that it would require an increase of 7.25 MWt to approach Departure frem
Nucleate Boiling (DNS) from the safety system trip setting at low power operation.

! as ccmpared to 6.0 MWt at the high power level. Based on the above evaluation,
we find the proposed reduced power operation at 1 MWt and the associated safety
systen set points acceptable.

3. Relief fror. the 10* Position of Shim Blade

Presently the TS require 'he licensee to bank all four shim blades at 10 positions
prior to cricality. Thi; rs quirement assures that in the event of a shim blade
failure which could cause it 'o pass through it: nomal insertion limit to a position
causing a positive reacti'. ;f insertion (i.e., the blade no longer would be in
the core), then a negative period scram will activate the other three rods at
the 10 position to scram the reactor.

This requirement when applied during shim blade calibration, reduces the accuracy
of the reactivity worth measurements of a single shim biade which is uded to
detemine the shut down margin. The accuracy is redu'ced because when three shim
blades are banked at the 10 position, the reactor approaches criticality when
the fcurth clade to be calibrated is withdrawn slightly above the 10* cosition
(sl5 ). This condition prevents shim blade reactivity wccth measurements
frcm positions slightly above the 10 position to the fully withdrawn position.
Presently the licensee measures the shim blade reactivity worth with the reactor
in a very subcritical state and extrapolates the reactivity worths for critical

conditions.

The licensee proposed a TS change thm. would not recuire banking the shim blades
at a 10 position when the reactor is brcugn: to criticality during shim blade
calibrations. We suggested that the change requested by the licensee be Tcdified
such that prier to criticality the shim blades will be banked at an appropriate
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height pernitting a reactor scram activated by a negative period in the event
of a shim blade failure. During shim blade calibraJon, the licensee would
be required to confirm the reacter is subcritical with a single blaae fully
witndrawn and all other blades fully inserted. These modificaticas to tne
proposed change were discussed with and agreed to by the licensee.

The margin of safety is not reduced by tnis proposed change as modified because
the protection against a shim blade failure is being maintained during all phases
of reac a:r operation. The licensee under the prcoosed cnange as mcdified would
be required to bank the shim blades at an acprocriate height instead of 10'
position to scram the reactor by a negati'.e period. During shim blade cali-
bration having one shim blade always fully withdrawn and available for reactor
scram also maintains the same level of protection as curren*1y exists. Based
Cd the above evaluation we find this change acceptacle.

4 Measure the Shutdcwn Margin

The present requirement to measure individual shim blade worth and calculate
shutdcwn margin may lead to inaccuracies in determining the shutdcwn margin.
Sucn inaccuracies could lead to nonconservative values for the shutdown margin
because interactions between shim blades and perturbatica of the combined shim
blades are not considered. The proposed change will eliminate this potential
nonconserva tism. The shutdown margin determined by the simultaneous shim blade
drop test ccmbined with the measurement of the individual shim blade worths does
meet all of the necessary requirements of the TS regarding reactor physics
surveilizace.

5. Excess Reactivity

The licensee established the core loading to allow sufficient excess reactivity
for temperature changes, xenon and samarium poisons, experiment absorption, fuel
burnup and an allowance for xenon override for short shutdcwn period. The excess
reactivity of 11.9", has been considered for these core c;nditions. As discussed
above, we evaluated this excess reactivity value in kendment No. I and found it
accep tabl e. The negative reactivity worth of any two of the four available
shim blades are adecuate to scram the reactor having a core excess reactivity
of 11.3",. We have judged that an adequate margin of safety exists because even
if one shim blade fails, there is a third blade available as a backup to the two
blades needed to scram the reactor. We therefore agree with cur past evaluation
that the excess reactivity value of 11.9% is acceptacle and that the addition of
this TS is needed.

Envi-cr ental Considentien

We have dete-mined tha: :ne amencment d es nct autncri:e a :hange
in ef#luent ty es or total amcunts ner an increase in ::wer level
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Conclusion

We have concluded, based on the considerations discunsed above, that:
(1) because the amendment does not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of accidents previously considered
and does not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the
ar.endment does not involve a significant ha::ards consideration, (2)
there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public
will not be endar.gered by operatien in the proposed manner, and (3)
such activities will be conducted in compliance with the Ccamissign's
regulations and the issuance of this amendment will not be inimical
to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of
the public.

Dated: May 30, 1979
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